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India’s relations with Israel
The Mumbai attacks claimed the lives of several Israelis and brought India and
Israel closer in the fight against terrorism — and a high-level team from
Maharashtra arrived to Israel on July 12, 2009, to forge stronger ties between the
two countries on homeland security and counter-terrorism. The team is expected to
develop, with Israeli cooperation, a total security solution for a city like Mumbai in
order to prevent another 26/11-type terrorist attack. Israel is an expert in urban
security, and the manufacture and export of high-tech security equipment is a
major Israeli business.1
The Indian delegation — which included Mumbai Police Commissioner D
Sivanandan, Maharashtra Additional Chief Secretary (Home) Chandra Iyengar and
Inspector General of Police P K Jain — was scheduled to attend a seminar on the
theme of 'Secure Cities' in Tel Aviv. The seminar has been organised by the Israeli
Export Institute, which has made homeland security — besides telecom and
information technology — the main focus of Indo-Israeli trade. The team planned
to also visit the port of Ashdod to understand port security. Officials said that
among the team's several field visits will be ones to the airport and to companies
manufacturing security and surveillance equipment. The visit of the Maharashtra
delegation is being seen as a follow-up to a seminar organised in Mumbai on
homeland security two months ago, in which several high-technology firms
participated.2 Israel is using the Palestinian population and the occupied territories
as a testing ground for its security products, weapons and tactics in urban warfare.3
Israel is therefore considered widely as a highly experienced supplier of such
products and services.
Michael William wrote in Pakistan Observer on June 26, 2010, a detailed report
entitled “Israel as a big supplier of weapons to India.” He wrote: “The cooperation
between Israel and India, with US blessing, is really destroying the peace and
starting a new arms race in south Asia, due to such intensive Israel Cooperation
with India, Pakistan and India came at the brink of war 3 times since 1998. These
arms sales were part of a declared NDA policy to forge an alliance among India,
the United States, and Israel. India is one of the 39 countries with whom Israel has
signed “secret co-operative agreements” to prevent information leaks from joint
security projects…According to figures released in 2008 by the Israeli Defense
Ministry India accounted for 50% of Israel’s military exports .The report of 1992
to 2001 is available. Brajesh Mishra, outlined a proposal in a speech to the
American Jewish Committee in Washington in May 2003 that India, Israel, and the
United States should unite to combat the common threat of Islamic
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fundamentalism…All three serving chiefs of India have now visited Israel in the
last 2 years. From anti-missile systems to hi-tech radars, from sky drones to nightvision equipment, Indo-Israeli defense cooperation has known no bounds in recent
times.
Usman Karim wrote in Europe’s World, 9.4.2010 “Israel accelerating arms race in
sub-continents “Uzi Diplomacy?”
http://www.europesworld.org/NewEnglish/Home_old/PartnerPosts/tabid/671/
PostID/1305/language/en-US/Default.aspx:
Though India and Israel only established diplomatic relations in 1992, their
relationship has blossomed over the past 17 years, particularly in the defense arena.
India has become the Israeli defense industry’s top foreign customer, with some
$1.5 billion in annual purchases, and Israel is now India’s second most important
weapons supplier after Russia
http://jta.org/news/article/2008/02/25/107188/indiaisrael
A coalition of US-India Political Action Committee (USINPAC), America-Israel
Political
Action Committee (AIPAC) and American Jewish Committee (AJC) has
vehemently lobbied to gain the Bush administration's approval for Israel to sell
four Phalcon early warning radar planes to India worth US $1 billion.
A $480 million, five-year contract was concluded in early 2006 between the Indian
Defence Research Development Organization (DRDO) and Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI) for missile development. India and Israel are now working to
expand their already
considerable missile development cooperation to cover both air and land based
missile systems. It is estimated that this new deal with IAI would be of the order of
$2.5 billion. The deal, apart from missile systems, also includes radar systems
made by IAI's subsidiary, Elta Systems Ltd, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), and
possibly satellites too.
On January 21, 2008 an Indian space launch vehicle lifted off from the Sriharikota
spaceport on the Indian Ocean to put into space Israel’s most sophisticated spy
satellite ever launched, the Polaris. The Polaris satellite is Israel’s first equipped
with synthetic aperture radar that allows it to take high resolution imagery in all
weather conditions. The radar looks through clouds or fog to see objects on the
ground
http://www.brookings.edu/opinions/2008/0321_india_riedel.aspx
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IAI launched its series of 5 such satellites that India has agreed to launch for Israel.
TechSAR all-weather, high-resolution radar satellite using an Indian launcher in
collaboration with the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). In return, Israel
has agreed to share certain images from the satellites with India, according to a
report in The Times of India. Israel has made no secret of the fact that the prime
function of TechSAR is to spy on Iran and Pakistan Nuclear Arsenal, Iran a country
with which India has friendly relations and Pakistan. India have fought 4 wars and
still fighting a proxy war in balouchistan and in NWFP (FATA).
Pakistan understandably has anxiety about spy satellites launched by India being
used to gather information on Pakistan, especially with reported plans to launch
two more satellites. Times of India reported that although command, control and
supervision of the Tescar will be in Israeli hands, “Israel will allow India access to
some of the data sent back to ground stations http://www.fpif.org/fpiftxt/4959
Israel's role in India's counter-terrorism operations in Kashmir would make Israeli
tourists all the more vulnerable in the state. In 2000, reports in the media said an
Israeli counter-terrorism team, including military intelligence specialists and senior
police commanders, visited Kashmir to assess India's security needs. Since then,
several such visits are said to have taken place. Kashmiris insist that "Israeli
agents" were in Kashmir much earlier.
According to a Jewish website (Shturem.org), citing the Jerusalem Post, India and
Israel have “already discussed an agreement for Israel’s Defence Force to send its
own highly trained commandos to help India in Kashmir.” The newspaper claims
that Maj. Gen. Avi Mizrahi, the commander in chief of Israel’s Ground Forces
Command spent three days visiting Kashmir in September 2008 to discuss the
plan.
Usman Karim based in Lahore Pakistan lmno25@hotmail.com
Wiki): India is the largest customer of Israeli military equipment and Israel is the
second-largest military partner of India after Russia. Military and strategic ties
between the two nations extend to joint military training[3] and space technology.
[4] India is Israel's largest defence market, accounting for almost fifty percent of
Israeli sales.[5] According to an Israeli Foreign Ministry report, India is the most
pro-Israel nation, ahead even of the United States.[20 In 2000, Jaswant Singh
became the first Indian Foreign Minister to visit Israel.[22] Following the visit, the
two countries set up a joint anti-terror commission. The foreign ministers of the
two countries said intensified co-operation would range from counter-terrorism to
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information technology.[23][24] In 2003, Ariel Sharon was the first Israeli Prime
Minister to visit India. He was welcomed by the right-wing Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) led National Democratic Alliance coalition government of India.[25] Several
newspapers expressed positive views on his visit, and Indian Prime Minister Atal
Behari Vajpayee voiced confidence that Sharon's visit would pave the way for
further consolidating bilateral ties.[26] The Hindu nationalist Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) condemned the protest against Sharon.[30][31] RSS
spokesperson Ram Madhav said: The entire world acknowledges that Israel has
effectively and ruthlessly countered terror in the Middle East. Since India and
Israel are both fighting a war against terrorism, therefore, we should learn a lesson
or two from them. We need to have close co-operation with them in this field. He
further alleged the role of Islamic Universities in India in increasing the Muslim
terrorism and praised Israel for successfully combating against Islamic extremist
militants and urged Indian government to deal with Islamic terrorism in the same
manner.[30][31] The RSS newspaper Panchjanya described the visit as an
opportunity to get closer to Israel and fight terrorism jointly.[30][31] Sharon
expressed satisfaction over his talks with Indian leaders. Indian Prime Minister
Atal Bihari Vajpayee said the visit would increase ties between India and Israel.
[32] Sharon invited Vajpayee to visit Israel.[33] Sharon said that Israelis "regard
India to be one of the most important countries in the world," and Vajpayee was
sure that Sharon's visit would bring the two states closer together.[28]
In early 2006 Indian government ministers Sharad Pawar, Kapil Sibal and Kamal
Nath visited Israel.[34] Gujarat Chief Minister Narendra Modi has also visited
Israel.[35] The rise of Islamic extremist terrorism in both nations has generated a
strong strategic alliance between the two.[38] India recently launched a military
satellite for Israel through its Indian Space Research Organisation.[39] In naval
terms, Israel sees great strategic value in an alliance with the Indian Navy, given
India's dominance of South Asian waters. Since the Mediterranean has a dominant
Arab and European presence that is hostile to the Israeli Navy in varying degrees,
it thus sees the potential of establishing a logistical infrastructure in the Indian
Ocean with the help of the Indian Navy. In 2000, Israeli submarines reportedly
conducted test launches of cruise missiles capable of carrying nuclear warheads in
the waters of the Indian Ocean, off the Sri Lankan coast.[38] In 1996, India
purchased 32 IAI Searcher unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), Electronic Support
Measure sensors and an Air Combat Manoeuvering Instrumentation simulator
system from Israel.[40] Since then Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) has serviced
several large contracts with the Indian Air Force including the upgrading of the
IAF's Russian-made MiG-21 ground attack aircraft and there have been further
sales of unmanned aerial vehicles as well as laser-guided bombs.[42] A Rediff
story in 2003 revealed that the Indian external intelligence agency Research and
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Analysis Wing (RAW) had clandestine links with the Mossad, Israel's external
intelligence agency. When RAW was founded in 1968 by Rameshwar Nath Kao, he
was advised by the then Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi to cultivate links with
Mossad. Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd signed a US$2.5 billion deal with India in
2007 to develop an anti-aircraft system and missiles for the country, in the biggest
defence contract in the history of Israel at the time. IAI CEO Yitzhak Nissan
visited India to finalise the agreement with heads of the defence establishment and
the country's president. IAI is developing the Barak 8 missile for the Indian Navy
and Indian Air Force which is capable of protecting sea vessels and ground
facilities from aircraft and cruise missiles. The missile has a range of over 70
kilometres. The missile will replace the current obsolete Russian system used by
India.[44] On November 10, 2008, Indian military officials visited Israel to discuss
joint weapons development projects, additional sales of Israeli equipment to the
Indian military, and anti-terrorism strategies. The new round of talks was seen as a
significant expansion in the Indian-Israeli strategic partnership.[45]
In 2008, Israel surpassed Russia as the largest arms supplier to India.[46] In
December 2009, Lt.-Gen. Gabi Ashkenazi, Chief of Staff of the Israel Defence
Forces, made a historic state visit to India to cement the defence ties between the
two countries. He pledged every help to India in fighting terrorism.[47][48][49]
[50]
In March 2011, defence news reported that India is about to buy 8356 Israeli Spike
anti-tank missiles, 321 launchers, 15 training simulators and peripheral equipment,
for a $1 billion deal, with Israel's Rafael Advanced Defense Systems[51][52
Le Monde Diplo: The post-9/11 situation strengthened the relationship as the BJPled coalition government eagerly promoted the idea of liberal democracies forming
a united front against Islamist terrorism. The BJP invited Israel’s prime minister
Ariel Sharon to visit India in September 2003, to commemorate the terrorist attacks
of 9/11 in the US.http://mondediplo.com/2010/11/11indiaisrael
“The relationship with Israel is a delicate matter for internal even more than
external reasons: India needs to consider the feelings of its Muslim minority (14%
of the population). It also has to take account of the left wing, heirs to the antiimperialist tradition, who protest against any overtly pro-Israel policy. Indian
decision-makers strive for discretion in their dealings with Israel, but maintaining a
balance is much more difficult in times of crisis: during the Lebanon war of 2006,
New Delhi at first confined itself to hesitant condemnation of Israel’s actions, then
hardened its tone under pressure from the communist parties and Muslim voters.
Exasperation eventually led the Indian parliament to the unanimous adoption of a
resolution condemning the offensive.”4 (Le Monde Diplo)
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India seeks to dissociate itself from Iran, a policy welcomed by Israel (see article
#660)
The Times of India writes: “India's relationship with Israel resembles an
irresistible, clandestine affair -- where the linkages are growing in many spheres
but all below the radar. So, while the government is perfectly happy to have a huge
defence relationship with Israel and an intelligence synergy that is seemingly
bottomless, a strong fear of angering the Muslim keeps it from acknowledging this
relationship openly.”5
Security teams from India and Israel happened to be meeting in New Delhi on
Sept. 11, 2001; they turned on the TV and watched the attacks in the United States,
sharing assessments together. It's a natural fit between the world's most populous
democracy and one of its smallest, said Jason Isaacson, the American Jewish
Committee's director of international affairs. "There's been close cooperation and
consultation between India and Israel on counterterrorism and security," Isaacson
told JTA on Nov. 28 after spending 36 hours in nearly nonstop consultations with
AJC's representative in India, Priya Tandon, as well as with senior Indian, Israel
and U.S. government officials. "This is a further reminder that all democracies face
the threat of Islamic extremism." In the wake of the collapse of the Soviet Union at
the end of the 1980s, India expanded ties with Israel, upgrading its Tel Aviv
consulate to an embassy and developing robust relations with the Jewish state. A
key element to the relationship has been close ties with U.S. Jewish organizations,
particularly in the pursuit of a closer relationship with the U.S. defense
establishment. For Washington-area Jewish officials, a must-attend event in recent
years has been the Indian Embassy's Chanukah party.One component of that
relationship was the establishment of the Chabad center in Mumbai.6
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